What You Need to Know:

- This feature is intended to provide a quicker and easier way to access related documents on govinfo but not to be a complete legislative history.
- The links between related documents are dependent on having documents and metadata already in the system and without errors.
- If you do not see a document you expect to see, make sure to try additional searches.

**House and Senate Bills**

**What is linked?**
Applicable Details pages link to related:

- Bill versions (of same bill)
- Congressional Reports
- Presidential Signing Statement and Remarks
- Public and Private Laws
- Statutes at Large
- References in the U.S. Code

**Sample Searches:**

- H.R. 1000 (Wendell H. Ford Aviation Investment and Reform Act for the 21st Century)
- H.R. 803 (Workforce Innovation and Opportunity)
- S. 2781 (Rosa’s Law)
- S. 386 (Fraud Enforcement and Recovery Act of 2009)

**Example:** Search: HR 1 → result 1 Details → Related Documents tab

**Federal Register Documents**

**What is linked?**
Applicable Details pages link to related:

- Federal Register documents that share a Regulatory ID number (RIN)
- References in the Code of Federal Regulations

**Sample Searches:**

- transportation of lithium batteries
- rearview mirrors
- physician fee schedule
- seatbelt safety

**Example:** Search: rearview mirrors → result 2 Details → Related Documents tab
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Public and Private Laws

What is linked?
Applicable Details pages link to related:
- Bill versions
- Congressional Reports
- Presidential Signing Statement and Remarks
- Statutes at Large
- References in the U.S. Code

Sample Searches:
- Obamacare (Public Law 111-148 Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act)
- Public Law 108-201 (NASA Workforce Flexibility Act)

Example: Search: public law 111-21 → result 1 Details → Related Documents tab

Presidential Signing Statements and Remarks

What is linked?
Applicable Details pages (within the Compilation of Presidential Documents) link to related:
- Bill versions
- Public and Private Laws

Sample Searches:
- wildlife and wetlands signing statement
- sustainable fisheries act signing statement
- dolphin conservation act signing statement

Example: Search: NASA flexibility act signing statement → result 1 Details → Related Documents tab
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What is linked?
Applicable Details pages link to related:
• Bill versions
• Public and Private Laws

Sample Searches:
• H. Rept. 107-93 (African Elephant Conservation Act)
• S. Rept. 108-113 (NASA Workforce Flexibility Act)

Example: Search: H. Rept. 106-513 → result 1 Details → Related Documents tab

Coming Soon:
• Linking related Congressional Bills on Congressional Record Details pages.
• Linking Federal Register documents that are related by shared docket numbers.
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